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INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN SPICES: 
BEYOND CURRY POWDER

Spices are quintessential ingredients in Indian cooking.Start with the basic six spices

and as you expand your repertoire of Indian dishes you can add to your spice pantry.

Turmeric is typically used as a powder, mainly to color food to a bright yellow. It has a

mild earthy flavor. Its health benefits are being studied from preventing cancer to

Alzheimer’s disease. It is used in auspicious occasions and prayers & as a beauty-aid. 

These long brown seeds are used in multiple ways. For maximum flavor and taste the

cumin seeds are dry-roasted or fried in oil. Cumin seeds aid in digestion and are also

thought to help in treatment of common cold.

Cayenne pepper is sold as chili powder in Indian grocery stores. Do not use “chili

powder” sold in American stores for it is a blend of spices and is used in Spanish or

American chilies. Chilies, both red and green, contain phytochemicals & believed to

have numerous health benefits such as preventing cancer, reducing heart disease, and

reduce chronic pain.

Coriander powder adds flavor as well as body to the sauce. It is used in all types of

Indian dishes. Coriander is used in cooking as a general digestive aid. In Ayurvedic

(herbal) medicine it is used as a diuretic and to treat skin disorders such as acne.

Reddish brown or black mustard seeds are used in Indian cooking. When heated the

brown mustard seeds pop and add a smoky flavor. Mustard seeds have antibacterial and

antiseptic properties. The seeds also help relieve symptoms of asthma, arthritis, high

blood pressure, and migraines.

Translated garam means hot, and masala means spices, thus garam masala is a blend of

spices that are thought to create heat in the body—that is not the same as chili hot. It is

a potent spice blend that can alter the taste of a recipe significantly, and should be

used sparingly. It is primarily used in north Indian recipes.

Madhu Gadia, MS, RD, CDE – is the author of New Indian Home Cooking and The Indian Vegan Kitchen. For

more information on spices and the health benefits go to CuisineOfIndia.com
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Spice Blend

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1557883432?tag=cuisineofindi-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=1557883432&adid=149BR7SGKH1MCNKYM7MC&
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0399535306/ref=s9_simz_gw_s1_p14_t1?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=center-2&pf_rd_r=1K01KKREP5JAF7FVNN45&pf_rd_t=101&pf_rd_p=470938631&pf_rd_i=507846
https://www.cuisineofindia.com/

